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SU[lMAJ{Y. 

An instrument is described for fast and accurate automatic 
measurement of line standards. Standards of lerigth up to 1.40 m 
can be measured at a rate of less than 3 seconds per· reading. 

Accuracy of measurement is claimed to be within 0.2 lIm, all in. 

ZUSMMENFASSUNG 

Es wird cin zur genauen und schnellen automatischen Messung von 
Strichmassen geeigneter Komparator beschrieben. Die Uinge des 
Messbereiches ist 1,40 m. Die Messzeit pro Strich liegt unter 3 
Sekunden. Die Ungenaulgkeit del' Messung ist insgesamt geringer 
als 0,2 IJm. 

Un comparateur automatique pour mesurer rapidement et precisem::mt 
des etalons a trait est indique. Des etalons de longeur plus de 
1,40 m pel,Jvent etre mesures d'lme rapidite moins de 3 secondes 

la lecture. La precision de mesure est fixee sur· 0,2 lIm tout compris. 



INrRODUCTION 

When working on a ruling machine for manufacturing of line stt.lndarc1s 
need was felt for fast and accurate measurement of the products, 
conventional methods bein~ much too slow and not sufficiently accurate. 
A suitable instrument has been designed. It consists of a mechanical 
structure to support and position the standard, a fotoelectric Imcroscope, 
a servo system for fine positioning of the standard, a laser interfero'· 
meter for the measurement of displacements and electronic counting 
systems with associated equipment. (Fig. 1). 

MIlCHANlCAJ. CONSTRIJCl'ION 

the basis of the instrument is an I-beam (length 3 m. width 0.15 m, 
height 0.40 m, the total mass of the iristrument being appro 500 kg). 
Ground 'steel bars are mounted on this-beam and adjusted for straightness 
down to about 0.01 nIDI. The carriige is mOlUlted on 5 roller bearings 
acting as wheels. 
Both length and range of the carriage are 1.4 m. The carriage is coupled 
to a leadsrew by means of a nut, which has been desigri.ed according to 
kinenmtical principles thus operating virtually without play. Coarse 
control of the carriage is done by means of a small motor which rotates 
the leads crew over a gear reduction. Fine control is obtained by an 
a.c. servomotor which - by intermediate of a gear reduction, a micro
meter screw and a lever system - imparts a small translation to the 
leadscrew and thus to the carriage. 

FOTOELECfRIC MICROSCOPE 

The lines of the standard are observed by a fotoelectric lnicroscope; the 
line to be measured being imaged on a vibrating slit. The light 
transmitted by the slit is collected on a fotoelectric field effect 
transistor. Whent~lectrical sigUal is applied to an oscilloscope,a one~ 
dimensional "image" of the line is obtained if' the horizontal deflection 

of the scope has the same frequency 'and phase as the vibrating slit. 
The pattern can be varied by means of the slit amplitude. Using large 
amplitudes a,pattern is obtained which is convenient for visual adjustment. 



If, however, the amplitude is dec'reased to roughly half the line-' 
width, a straight pattern is obtained when the line is slightly 
out of center from the axis of the· microscope. As the time base 
is a sine wave, this means that the signal consists m;;:dnly of a sine 
wave of the same frequency and phase as those of the vibrating slit. 
On the othpr flank of the line the situation is the same, exept that 
the phase is revcTsed. If the line is centered on the axis of the 
microscope the output signal does not contain the slit frequency but 
only even hannonics. 

SERVO SYSTEM 

An electrical signal of this particular nature is suitable for 

controlling the a'-c. servomotor. The properties of the servo loop are 
such that a line is automatically positioned on the axis of the micros
cope, once it is brought into the field of the microscope by means of 

/ 

the coarse control. The system comes to rest ll{ell within 1 second, 
and the line position is reproducible to within 100 TIm. 

INI'ERFERCMETER 

The interfer~neter is based on a Kastel'S prism. Therefore it is 

possible to have both legs parallel and very close together ~50 mm.), 
. .. , . . ~' 

resulting in a compact design and reasonable equality of temperature 
in both legs.' Conler cubes are used as reflectors, one being Dlotlllted 
on the carriage, the other on the microscope structure. Therefore the 
interferometer is largely insensitive to displacement of components 
other than the displacement of the carriage relative to the microscope. 
Both corner cubes are used off-axis, so the light beams retUlll to 
the Kastel'S prism at a higher level than the beams leaving the prism. 
111erefore no detrimental feedback to the laser is possible and two 
interference patterns can be collected on both sides of the prism. As 
these patterns have a phase difference of 900

, they are suitable -after 
clipping- as input signals for a bi-directiona1 cotlllter. 
Optically a conler-cube interferometer behaves as an interferometer 
't .. r.: .... t.. ""arallel ml'l'rors ( pt f ..... - ..:-- .. "',.....-_., ............... .:", . "',.,..._r-';,...,~ _C t'lv", nJ.I..U p. cxe . or au ..1.Jl'-OHJV'-lU-vll ... ..1.Cl..1. L'1I1\,.. ... ~ .... va· v.... Hv 

wave fronts) hence we obtain fringes of equal inclination. As the laser· 



beam is very narrow) all 1:lght is concentrated in the central spot 
of the circular fringe pattern and consequently the output is high. With 
a simple fotodiode 1 volt C<ln be obtained without amplification. 
However fotosensitive FET's are used for fast response. 
A wavelength stabilised laser (Spectra pIlysics no. 119) is used; the 
wavelength in air is calculated using Ecn~n's formula). 

ELECTRONICS 

The output of the interferometel' is recorded by a bi-,directional counter 

and can be transferred to a memory and from there to a fast tape pllllcher. 
A second counter is used to control the coarse displacement. This 
comter is set to zero when the coarse control motor is s\vitched on 

, thus indicating the displacement relative to the last measured position. 
The output of the comter is routed over selector Switches and a .. gate 
to a relay by which the coarse control motor can be slvitched off if 
the desired position is reached whilst at the same time the servo 
system is activated. By these ffierulS it is equally possible to measure 
standards with other intervals than 1 nun, and also non-metric struldards. 
The velocity of the coarse control system is about 1 nnll/ s, which is 
sufficient for our purpose. 

TFMPERAnmE 

In the laboratory the ten~erature is controlled to 0.2 K. TIle environment 
of the instrument is provided with an auxiliary control to 0.05 K. The 
instrument is thermally insulated by 40 nun foam plastic and altnninum 
foil. Nevertheless) the ten~eraturenormally rises about 0, 05K during 
a run of measur~ments. Evidently, a linear rise of te~erature can be 
eliminated by measuring a standard in both directions and averaging the 
results~ 

Temperature is measured by platinum resistance thermometers of IPTS 
standard quality, using a Diesselhorst co~ensator. 

POSSIBLE ASYME1RY Of MICl{OSCOPE 

If the optical axis of the microscope does not coincide with the mechanical 



axis, and therefore it is not perpendicular to the surface of, the stcUldanl, 

systematic errors arise if the distance of the surface as seen from the 

objective lens of the microscope is liot constant during the motion 

of the carriage. This case occurs when the standard is not straight. 

This error can be eliminated by tmning the microscope over 1800 around 

its mechanical axis and averaging the readings taken in both positions. 

NORt\1A.L PROCEDURE OF MEASUREMENT 

As a consequence of the observations mentioned a complete measurement 

has to consists of two double runs, . each double run being a set of 

measurements immediately followed by a nm in the opposite direction. 

In between both double runs the microscope is reversed over 1800
• 

The time cycle used is nonnally between 2 and 3 seconds per measurement 

so a double run made on a stcmdard of one meter length divided in lflm 

intervals, takes about H hour, in~luding time for reading thermometers, 

barometer, etc. and for heading the plmched tape •. 

Processing of the tapes is done by the computing cent~r of this Uni vers,i ty. 

Measurements are tabulated, averaged etc. as required. Graphs can be 

plotted at any convenient scale. 

RANOOM ERRORS 

If the differences between both sets of measurements of a double run arc 

plotted, a curve is obtained whose general shape can be predicted. The 

differences caused by microscope asymetry and detected by reversing the 

microscope, give rise to a smoOth curve. Therefore it is possible to 

eliminate these errors from the, separate runs. From the spread of the 

separate' runs the random error can be evaluated', By such an analysis 

has been concluded to a random an error of 80 nm (standard deviation). 

SYSTEMATIC ERRORS 

k; ~ tat.eu before, en'ors due to temperature drift and asymetry of 

microscope aj:e eliminated. To gain insight in the magnitude of 

remaining systematic errors(slanting axis of microscope ,mounting, around 



which the microscope is rotated. influence of finite exit pupil 

of the interferometer. adjustment of the st'llldard on the instrulllent, 

etc) the standard was reversed end-for-end and readjusted. / 

Differences between measurements before and after reversion \vere 

slight· and of a random nature. The difference;. fOlnid in the measurements 

of a scale, 530 TIIDl long, and of reasonable but by no means perfect 

line quality, are reproduced in Fig. 2. Random error in these differences 

taken as 2 x standard deviation amotmts to 80 nm. as was to be expected. 

ACcurACY OF MEASURIMENTS 

Random error and most systematic errors are evaluated by the experiment 

described in the preceding paragraph. However, three gTOUpS of effects 

remain which give erro1;5 proportional to the length measured, and 

lvhich give identical effects on repeating a set of measur~~nents. An 

estimate is given here. 

Calibration of thermometers. 

Our thermometets are calibrated against two stanclardthennometers. 111ese 

standardthennometers were calibrated against IPTS-fixpoints by the 

care of the K:amerlingh Onnes Laboratory, Leiden. 111e procedure followed 

in calibration,and the reproducibility obtained, warrant a claim of 5 mK, 
resulting in ~ error of 0.5 x 10-7 in length •. 

Error in wavelength assumed for the laser. 

This wavelength is at present not compared directly with the primary 
/ 

standard of length. Measurements by PTB, NPL and NBS, report~dcby 
,/ -7 

Mielenz (2), indicate that the.wavelength assumed is correct to 1 x 10 • 

Coefficient of refraction of air. 

Measurements by BIPM· (3) tend to be higher than values calculated by 

Edlen's fonnula. An error of 1 x 10-7 has to be rec~ned \vith .. 

It seems reasonable to conclude that the all-in error of the calibration 

stays within 200 nm. 
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